
RVPlusYou Rolls Out New ‘Click to Call’ Feature
for Owner/Members on their Delivered RV
Rental Website

Delivered RV Rental - Wine Country RV Resort

Web Reservation Platform Now Offers
Recreational Vehicle Owners and
Renters with ability to Click and Call for
Coordination of Delivered RV Rentals

NIPOMO, CA, UNITED STATES,
February 2, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
RVPlusYou has rolled out a new web
calling feature for RV owners and renters,
the first of its kind, for any RV rental
company, even the big guys!

“We’re changing the way the RV Rental
process works, from top to bottom,” says
Cees Dobbe, Co-Founder and Managing
Partner at RVPlusYou.

“Over 65% of travel is booked online now, and travel using RV rentals is no different,” says Dobbe.
“Our website and embedded technology allows RV owners and small rental companies to coordinate

Our website and embedded
technology allows RV owners
and RV rental companies to
coordinate a delivered RV
rental with prospective
renters, all online. No one
else is doing that.”

Cees Dobbe, Co-Founder
and Managing Partner

a delivered RV rental with renters, all online. No one else is
doing that.”

Because a delivered RV rental involves a destination
(campground or private location) where the RV will be set up,
it sometimes requires coordination. The platform automates
the booking process and the new Click to Call feature now
insures that both parties can coordinate details over the
phone, as needed.

“Most of the communication between the RV owner and renter
is by messaging and text alerts, but real time voice
communication is sometimes required for RV rental

transactions,” Dobbe explains. “It’s comforting to hear the voice of the RV owner and know that the RV
you’ve booked for your vacation will fit in the space, or that the location has the required hook ups.”

The click-to-call feature is powered by Twilio, a leading cloud communications platform, and uses
masked phone numbers to allow our owners and renters to communicate with one another without
divulging their personal phone numbers. With one click of a button in the web browser, both parties
are called and conferenced together.

With RVPlusYou, there is no driving or towing involved for renters. They drive a smaller car to the

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://rvplusyou.com/
https://www.twilio.com/


RV Rental Delivered to Lopez Lake

Airstream Trailer Delivered to Lake Casitas

destination campground, thereby saving
on gas and stress. It’s set up and ready
upon arrival.

RVPlusYou is the first and only RV Rental
OTA (Online Travel Agency) breaking into
this market. “There are an estimated 10
million RV’s dispersed throughout North
America,” says Partner Russ Lovell.
“People are looking for this kind of no-
hassle experience and our solution is the
absolute safest way to share an asset
such as an RV, which typically sits idle
87% of the time.”

RVPlusYou is a ‘free to list’ online
reservation software platform earning
extra income for RV owners. All parties
involved are phone and email verified, as
well as reviewed and rated by each other
assuring a safe, quality experience. The
secure state-of-the-art system handles
all phases of the transaction, including an
availability calendar, reservations,
deposits, and payments. The company
has recently added a protection plan for
renters and owners. 

“We also include a $300,000 liability
protection plan and a $5,000 damage
plan. Just in case an owner needs that
peace of mind, we provide it,” says
Lovell. 

RVPlusYou was founded in 2014 by a
team of experienced business
professionals: Cees Dobbe and Russ
Lovell are co-founders and managing
partners. Based in Nipomo, California, they are dedicated to helping RV owners earn extra income
while promoting a fun, healthy lifestyle to renters. 

For additional information, visit www.RVPlusYou.com
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